T. Saito and M. Teragaito asked whether Berge knots of type VII are hyperbolic, and showed that some infinite sequences of the knots are hyperbolic. We show that Berge knots of types VII and VIII are hyperbolic except the known sequence of torus knots. We used the Reidemeister torsions. As a result, the Alexander polynomials of them have already shown their hyperbolicities. We also show that the standard parameters identify Berge knots of types VII and VIII, and study what kind of information identify them.
Introduction
For two positive coprime integers m and n, let A m,n = K 1 ∪ K 2 be a 2-component link in the upper side of Figure 1 , where K 1 is an (m, n)-torus knot T (m, n) and K 2 is the unknot.
By operating 1-surgery (i.e. (−1)-full twist) along K 2 and taking the mirror image, we obtain a knot b + (m, n) in the lefthand side of Figure 1 . By operating (−1)-surgery (i.e. (+1)-full twist) along K 2 , we obtain a knot b − (m, n) in the righthand side of Figure 1 . Then the set of Berge knots of types VII [Ber] (the set of Berge knots of types VIII, respectively) is the set of {b + (m, n)} and their mirror images (the set of {b − (m, n)} and their mirror images, respectively). Berge knots of types VII and VIII are characterized that they can be situated on the fiber surfaces of the trefoil and the figure eight knot respectively. We say that the standard parameters of b + (m, n) and b − (m, n) are (+, m, n) and (−, m, n), respectively. The notations in [Yam1] (see also [KY, ST, Yam2, Yam3] ) are k + (m, n) = b + (m, n) and k − (m, m + n) = b − (m, n), respectively. Since A m,n = A n,m as ordered oriented links, we have b + (m, n) = b + (n, m) and b − (m, n) = b − (n, m) as oriented knots, and we may assume 1 ≤ m ≤ n and gcd(m, n) = 1. As trivial cases, b + (1, n) and b − (1, n) are an (n + 1, n)-torus knot and an (n+1, n+2)-torus knot respectively, and we have b + (1, n) = b − (1, n−1) = T (n, n+1). Moreover since A m,n is invertible, both b + (m, n) and b − (m, n) are also invertible. Hence we study hyperbolicity and identification problem of b + (m, n) and b − (m, n) for 2 ≤ m < n.
T. Saito and M. Teragaito [ST] asked hyperbolicity of b + (m, n), and showed that some infinite sequences of the knots are hyperbolic by using the necessary and sufficient condition for hyperbolicity of a Berge knot due to Saito [Sai] , and by elementary number theoretical results on Fibonacci series. In the present paper, we show that both b + (m, n) and b − (m, n) are hyperbolic for 2 ≤ m < n (Theorem 4.6). We used the Reidemeister torsions. From the proof of Theorem 4.6 and the author's previous works [Kad1, Kad2] , the Alexander polynomials of them have already shown their hyperbolicities (Theorem 4.7).
In [ST, Theorem 1.1] , it is shown that there are infinite pairs of two distinct knots in S 3 whose same integer surgeries yield homeomorphic lens spaces (Theorem 5.1). We point out that the resulting lens space up to orientations by an odd integer surgery along a hyperbolic Berge knot of type VII or VIII identifies the standard parameter and the knot itself up to mirror images (Lemma 5.2, Corollary 5.3). We show that a pair of the odd surgery coefficient and the degree of the Alexander polynomial, which is equivalent to the Seifert genus in this case, identifies a Berge knot of type VII or VIII up to mirror images (Theorem 5.4, Corollary 5.5). Y. Yamada [Yam3] defined b + (m, n) and b − (m, n) for every coprime pair (m, n), and discussed equivalence among them up to orientations and mirror images. For every element of the extended class, there is one representative with 1 ≤ m ≤ n (see Lemma 5.8 (3)). Since a double torus knot is strongly invertible, a non-trivial torus knot is non-amphicheiral, and a non-torus knot yielding a lens space is non-amphicheiral by the Cyclic Surgery Theorem [CGLS] , the extended class can be also classified completely (see also Remark 5.6 (2)).
We ask whether one of the odd surgery coefficient p and the half of the degree of the Alexander polynomial g of a Berge knot of type VII or VIII determines uniquely the standard parameter or not. For the case of p, we give the complete answer which has been already described in [Ber] by a theory of quadratic fields (Lemma 5.9). We make a complete table of p, (±, m, n) and g for p ≤ 500. By the table, we can give examples for the case of g. K. Baker [Ba] showed that families of Berge knots of types VII and VIII include hyperbolic knots with arbitrarily large volume. Recently J. Greene [Gr] showed that every doubly primitive knot is a Berge knot.
In Section 2, we give a definition of the Reidemeister torsion, and prepare the surgery formulae for the Reidemeister torsions and the Franz lemma. In Section 3, we compute the Alexander polynomials of b + (m, n) and b − (m, n) from that of A m,n , determine their degrees, and compute the Reidemeister torsions of lens spaces obtained from b + (m, n) and b − (m, n). In Section 4, we show that both b + (m, n) and b − (m, n) are hyperbolic for 2 ≤ m < n (Theorem 4.6). In Section 5, we give the complete answer for identification problem of b + (m, n) and b − (m, n) (Theorem 5.4), and make a table of the standard parameters. In Section 6, we give a remark about a relation between our method and K. Ichihara, T. Saito and M. Teragaito [IST] .
Throughout the paper, for coprime integers p and q, a lens space of type (p, q) is the result of −p/q-surgery along the unknot, and it is denoted by L(p, q).
Surgery formulae for the Reidemeister torsions, and Franz lemma
For a precise definition of the Reidemeister torsion, the reader refer to V. Turaev [Tur] . In this section, we give surgery formulae of the Reidemeister torsions, and the Franz lemma. Throughout the paper, ζ d denotes a primitive d-th root of unity, and (Z/dZ) × is the multiplicative group of a ring Z/dZ.
Let X be a finite CW complex and π :X → X its maximal abelian covering. ThenX has a CW structure induced by that of X and π, and the cell chain complex C * ofX has a Z[H]-module structure, where H = H 1 (X; Z) is the first homology of X. For an integral domain R and a ring homomorphism ψ :
is the chain complex ofX related with ψ, where Q(R) is the quotient field of R. Note that there is a natural inclusion R ֒→ Q(R). Then the Reidemeister torsion of X related with ψ, denoted by τ ψ (X), is obtained from C ψ * , and is an element of Q(R) up to multiplication of ±ψ(h) (h ∈ H). If R = Z[H] and ψ is the identity map, then we denote τ ψ (X) by τ (X). We note that τ ψ (X) is not zero if and only if C ψ * is acyclic. If A and B are elements of Q(R), and there exists an element h ∈ H such that A = ±ψ(h)B, then we denote the equality by A . = B.
Let H be a finitely generated abelian group with a direct sum H ∼ = B ⊕ T , where B is a free abelian group of rank r and T is a finite abelian group. Then, by the Chinese Remainder Theorem or the Pontrjagin duality, Q[H] is a direct sum, as commutative rings,
is a rational function field with r variables over Q. In particular, if H = t | t p = 1 ∼ = Z/pZ, then we have the canonical isomorphism:
where Φ d (t) is the d-th cyclotomic polynomial, and t (mod t p − 1) in the lefthand side corresponds to (t (mod Φ d (t))) d|p,d≥1 in the righthand side. (2.1) deduces an isomorphism:
However isomorphisms
are not uniquely determined. In the former case, t i can be a generator of H for any i ∈ (Z/pZ) × . In the latter case, t can correspond to ζ i d for any i ∈ (Z/dZ) × . In discussing the Reidemeister torsions, only the field components in the direct sum of Q[H] are essential.
The map ψ d can be regarded as a projection to a field component in (2.2). Since a primitive d-th root of unity is not unique for d ≥ 3, the map ψ d has some possibilities. Its ambiguity is the Galois group of Q(ζ d ) over Q, which is isomorphic to (Z/dZ) × .
Let E be a compact 3-manifold whose boundary ∂E consists of tori, M = E ∪ V a 3-manifold obtained by attaching a solid torus V to E by an attaching map f : ∂V → ∂E, and ι : E ֒→ M the natural inclusion. Let l ′ be the core of V , and [l ′ ] its homology class in
Lemma 2.1 (Surgery formula I) Let F be a field and ψ :
where ψ ′ = ψ • ι * (ι * is a ring homomorphism induced by ι).
, let E L be the complement of L, and ∆ L (t 1 , . . . , t µ ) the Alexander polynomial of L where t i is represented by a meridian of K i . The Reidemeister torsion is closely related with the Alexander polynomial.
, let m i and l i be a meridian and a longitude of the i-th component K i , [m i ] and [l i ] their homology classes, and (L; p 1 /q 1 , . . . , p µ /q µ ) the result of (p 1 /q 1 , . . . , p µ /q µ )-surgery along L where p i and q i are coprime integers or p i /q i = ∅. We take integers r i and s i satisfying p i s i − q i r i = −1. For coprime integers p and q, the inverse of q in (Z/pZ) × is denoted by q (mod p), and also q (mod d) for any divisor d (≥ 2) of p.
Lemma 2.3 (Surgery formula II; Sakai [Sak] , Turaev [Tur] )
where≡ 1 (mod p).
Remark 2.5 By the ambiguity in (2.3), the Reidemeister torsion for the result of Dehn surgery along a knot can include information of a meridian of the knot.
W. Franz [Fz] showed the following, and classified lens spaces by using it.
Lemma 2.6 (Franz [Fz] ) For a i and
(ζ
Then there exists a permutation σ of {1, . . . , n} such that a i = ±b σ(i) for all i = 1, . . . , n. In other words, {±a i (mod p)} = {±b i (mod p)} as multiple sets.
3 The Alexander polynomials of b
We compute the Alexander polynomials of b + (m, n) and b − (m, n) from that of A m,n , determine their degrees, and compute the Reidemeister torsions of lens spaces obtained from b + (m, n) and b − (m, n). Some results are from a work of the author with Y. Yamada [KY] .
For a coprime positive pair (m, n), we define a set I(m, n) by
Note that the cardinality of I(m, n) is m + n. We sort the all elements in I(m, n) as
We define u j (j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n) and w j (j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , m) by
Then we have the following:
(1)
and u j + u n−j = m + n − 1, where [ · ] is the gaussian symbol.
(2)
and w j + w m−j = m + n − 1.
By Lemma 3.2 (1) and (2), we have
Here we denote b + (m, n) and b − (m, n) by K + and K − , respectively. Let g be the half of the degree of the Alexander polynomial of K ± . Since every knot yielding a lens space is fibered Y. Ni [Ni] , the Seifert genus of K ± is g. 
and the half of the degree of the Alexander polynomial of
is a regular neighborhood of K 2 in S 3 , and M = E ∪ V . Let m i and l i (i = 1, 2) be a meridian and a longitude of K i respectively, and m ′ and l ′ be a meridian and a core of V respectively. We note that M is homeomorphic to the complement of K ± . Then we study homological conditions.
In
and
By Theorem 3.1, (3.1) and the surgery formula I (Lemma 2.1), we have the Alexander polynomial of K ± as
, then by Lemma 3.2 (1), we have
and it is monotonely decreasing about j. Moreover
If k i = jn (j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , m − 1) (i.e. i = w j ), then by Lemma 3.2 (2), we have
Hence the degree of
(ii) The K − case
If k i = jm (j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n − 1) (i.e. i = u j ), then by Lemma 3.2 (1), we have
is monotonely increasing about j. Moreover
The following lemma is obtained from Kirby moves [Kir] and Rolfsen moves [Ro] .
Lemma 3.4 ( [KY, Yam3] ) M = (A m,n ; mn, r) is a lens space for every integer r ∈ Z. Then M ∼ = L(rmn − (m + n) 2 , mn). In particular, we have
For A m,n = K 1 ∪ K 2 and M = (A m,n ; mn, r) with r ∈ Z, let E be the complement of A m,n ,
. Let m i and l i (i = 1, 2) be a meridian and a longitude of K i respectively, and m ′ i and l ′ i (i = 1, 2) be a meridian and a core of V i respectively. We set p = (m + n) 2 − rmn. Then we study homological conditions.
, and
where T is the induced one from T in (3.2). Then
where T is the same one in (3.3). Then we have
Proof By (3.2) and (3. A hyperbolic knot in S 3 is characterized as a prime, non-torus and non-satellite knot. Since the tunnel number of every Berge knot is one, every Berge knot is prime by F. H. Norwood [No] . Hence we show that both b + (m, n) and b − (m, n) are non-torus and non-satellite. This problem is origined by T. Saito and M. Teragaito [ST] for the case b + (m, n).
To show the main theorem, we need some known results on torus knots and satellite knots.
Theorem 4.1 (Moser [Mos] ) For an (r, s)-torus knot, the surgery coefficient p/q yielding a lens space satisfies |p − qrs| = 1, and the resulting lens space is L(p, −qr 2 ).
Theorem 4.2 (Gordon [Go] ; Wu [Wu] ) A satellite knot yielding a lens space is a (2, 2rs ± 1)-cable of an (r, s)-torus knot. Then the surgery coefficient is 4rs ± 1, and the resulting lens space is L(4rs ± 1, ∓4r 2 ). Theorem 4.3 (Seifert [Se] ) Let K r,s be an (r, s)-cable of a knot K. Then the Alexander polynomial of K r,s is:
Lemma 4.4 (1) For an (r, s)-torus knot T (r, s) with r > 0 and s > 0, the half of the degree of the Alexander polynomial of T (r, s) is (r − 1)(s − 1)/2, and the Reidemeister torsion of M = (T (r, s); p) with p = rs ± 1 is
where a ring homomorphism ψ p :
(2) For a (2, 2rs ± 1)-cable of an (r, s)-torus knot, denoted by K, the Alexander polynomial of K is
and the Reidemeister torsion of M = (K; p) with p = 4rs ± 1 is
Proof (1) By Theorem 4.3, we have ∆ T (r,s) (t) . = (t rs − 1)(t − 1) (t r − 1)(t s − 1) , and the half of the degree of the Alexander polynomial of T (r, s) is (r − 1)(s − 1)/2. By the surgery formula II (Lemma 2.3 (1)), we have τ ψp (M ) . = (ζ r p − 1) −1 (ζ s p − 1) −1 . (2) By Theorem 4.3, we have the Alexander polynomial. By the surgery formula II (Lemma 2.3 (1)), we have τ ψp (M ) .
The following is an easy but much important observation.
Lemma 4.5 For K ± = b + (m, n) and b − (m, n) respectively, we set p = (m + n) 2 ∓ mn and 2g = (m + n − 1) 2 ∓ mn. Then p is a lens surgery coefficient and g is the half of the degree of the Alexander polynomial of K ± , and we have
and p is odd.
Proof By Proposition 3.3, Lemma 3.4 and a direct calculation, we have the result.
The following is our main theorem.
Theorem 4.6 Both b + (m, n) and b − (m, n) are hyperbolic for 2 ≤ m < n.
Proof Firstly we show that both K + = b + (m, n) and K − = b − (m, n) are non-torus. We set p = rs ± 1, g = (r − 1)(s − 1)/2 and K = K + or K − . Suppose that K is an (r, s)-torus knot with 2 ≤ r < s. Then p = (m + n) 2 − mn or (m + n) 2 + mn by Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 4.1, and the Reidemeister torsion of M = (K; p) is
by Lemma 3.6, where a ring homomorphism ϕ p : From (m + n) 2 ≡ ±mn (mod p), we have m · m + n ≡ ±(mn + 1) and n · m + n ≡ ±(mn + 1) (mod p).
By applying the Franz lemma (Lemma 2.6) to (4.2), we may assume r ≡ ±(mn + 1) and s ≡ ±(mn + 1) (mod p).
Thus we have the following four cases:
(ii) (r − 1)(s + 1) ≡ −1 (mod p).
(iii) (r + 1)(s − 1) ≡ −1 (mod p).
(iv) (r + 1)(s + 1) ≡ 1 (mod p).
We set the lefthand side of the equations above as U . Then we have 2p − 1 − U ≥ 2(rs − 1) − 1 − (r + 1)(s + 1) = (r − 1)(s − 1) − 5, and 1 < (r − 1)(s − 1) ≤ U < 2p − 1 except the cases (r, s) = (2, 3) and (2, 5) in (iv) and p = rs − 1.
Case 1 (r, s) = (2, 3) and (2, 5).
We have U = p + 1 for (i) and (iv), and U = p − 1 for (ii) and (iii).
(i) (r − 1)(s − 1) = p + 1.
It is a contradiction.
(ii) (r − 1)(s + 1) = p − 1. (iii) (r + 1)(s − 1) = p − 1.
p − 1 − (r + 1)(s − 1) ≤ (rs + 1) − 1 − (r + 1)(s − 1) = r − s + 1 < 0 except s = r + 1 and p = rs + 1.
(iv) (r + 1)(s + 1) = p + 1.
p + 1 − (r + 1)(s + 1) ≤ (rs + 1) + 1 − (r + 1)(s + 1) = −r − s + 1 < 0.
We show the rest cases:
(a) s = r + 1 and p = rs − 1 in (ii).
(b) s = r + 1 and p = rs + 1 in (iii).
conclude contradiction. Thus we have m + n = r and mn = ±(r − 1).
Then there is no solution for 2 ≤ m < n. Thus we have m + n = s and mn = ±(s − 1).
Then there is no solution for 2 ≤ m < n.
Case 2 (r, s) = (2, 3) or (2, 5).
This case corresponds to (iv). By the assumption 2 ≤ m < n, we have m + n ≥ 5. By Proposition 3.3, Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5, we have
If (r, s) = (2, 3) or (2, 5), then we have m + n ≤ (r + s + 1)/2 ≤ 4. It is a contradiction.
Secondly we show that both K + = b + (m, n) and K − = b − (m, n) are non-satellite. We set p = 4rs ± 1, and K = K + or K − . Suppose that K is a (2, 2rs ± 1)-cable of an (r, s)-torus knot with 2 ≤ r < s. Then p = (m + n) 2 − mn or (m + n) 2 + mn by Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 4.2. In the similar way as the first case, by Lemma 4.4 (2) and (4.1), we have By applying the Franz lemma (Lemma 2.6) to (4.4), and (4.3), we may assume 2r ≡ ±(mn + 1) and 2s ≡ ±(mn + 1) (mod p).
(ii) (2r − 1)(2s + 1) ≡ −1 (mod p).
(iii) (2r + 1)(2s − 1) ≡ −1 (mod p).
(iv) (2r + 1)(2s + 1) ≡ 1 (mod p).
We set the lefthand side of the equations above as U . Then we have
and (iv), and U = p − 1 for (ii) and (iii). However U is odd, and p ± 1 is even. This is a contradiction.
Consequently from the proof of Theorem 4.6, we have the following:
Theorem 4.7 The Alexander polynomials of b + (m, n) and b − (m, n) for 2 ≤ m < n are not those of torus knots and satellite knots (i.e. The Alexander polynomials of b + (m, n) and b − (m, n) for 2 ≤ m < n have already shown their hyperbolicities).
We note that there may be a hyperbolic knot yielding a lens space whose Alexander polynomial is the same as that of a torus knot or a satellite knot. We also note that lens surgery coefficients of them are not always uniquely determined by their Alexander polynomials.
To prove Theorem 4.7, we need some results.
Lemma 4.8 ( [Kad1] ) Let K be a knot whose Alexander polynomial of an (r, s)-torus knot with 2 ≤ r < s. Suppose that M = (K; p) with p ≥ 2 has the same Reidemeister torsions as those of a lens space. Then we have r ≡ ±1 or s ≡ ±1 or rs ≡ ±1 (mod p).
Lemma 4.9 ([Kad2]) Let K be a knot whose Alexander polynomial of a (2, 2rs ± 1)-cable of an (r, s)-torus knot with 2 ≤ r < s. Suppose that M = (K; p) with p ≥ 2 has the same Reidemeister torsions as those of a lens space. Then we have r ≡ ±1 or s ≡ ±1 or 2rs ≡ ±1 or 4rs ± 1 ≡ 0 (mod p).
Proof of Theorem 4.7 Suppose that K ± has the same Alexander polynomial as that of an (r, s)-torus knot with 2 ≤ r < s. Let p be a lens surgery coefficient, and g = (r − 1)(s − 1)/2 the half of the degree of the Alexander polynomial of K ± . By Lemma 4.8, p = rs ± 1 or The case p = rs ± 1 does not happen by the proof of Theorem 4.6. Suppose (4.5). Then we have 2(p − 2g) ≤ rs + 1 − 2(r − 1)(s − 1) = −(r − 2)(s − 2) + 3 ≤ 3.
Suppose (4.6). Then we have p − 2g = 2.
By Lemma 4.5, we have
Suppose that K ± has the same Alexander polynomial as that of a (2, 2rs ± 1)-cable of an (r, s)-torus knot with 2 ≤ r < s. Let p be a lens surgery coefficient, and g = (r − 1)(s − 1) + (2rs − 1 ± 1)/2 the half of the degree of the Alexander polynomial of K ± . By Lemma 4.9, p = 4rs ± 1 or
The case p = 4rs ± 1 does not happen by the proof of Theorem 4.6. We suppose (4.7). Then we have
By Lemma 4.5, we have a contradiction.
Identification of
We ask what kind of information identify a Berge knot of type VII or VIII. We consider the cases that (i) the resulting lens space up to orientations by an odd integer surgery along the knot, (ii) a pair of an odd integer surgery p and the half of the degree of the Alexander polynomial g of the knot, and (iii) one of p and g.
A background of the case (i) is the following fact:
Theorem 5.1 (Saito and Teragaito [ST, Theorem 1.1]) There are infinite pairs of two distinct knots in S 3 whose same integer surgeries yield homeomorphic lens spaces. Then we can take the two knots from the classes of torus knots, satellite knots, and hyperbolic knots arbitrarily except the case that both knots are satellite knots.
The Cyclic Surgery Theorem [CGLS] says that the number of lens surgery coefficients of a hyperbolic knot is at most 2, and they are successing integers if it is 2. Hence the odd lens surgery coefficient of a hyperbolic knot is uniquely determined if it exists.
Lemma 5.2 The resulting lens space up to orientations by an odd integer surgery along a hyperbolic Berge knot of type VII or VIII identifies uniquely the standard parameter.
Proof For b + (m, n) or b − (m, n) with 2 ≤ m < n (i.e. a hyperbolic Berge knot of type VII or VIII), p = (m + n) 2 ∓ mn is the odd lens surgery coefficient. Then the result of p-surgery is L(p, mn) by Lemma 3.4. We set its standard parameter as (ε, m, n). Suppose that there is a hyperbolic Berge knot of type VII or VIII yielding a homeomorphic lens space with its standard parameter (ε ′ , m ′ , n ′ ). Then we have
By the Cauchy-Schwartz inequation, we have
and hence only the case |mn ′ − m ′ n| = 0 is possible. This is equivalent to (m, n) = (m ′ , n ′ ). It deduces ε = ε ′ .
By Lemma 5.2, we have the following.
Corollary 5.3 The standard parameter with 2 ≤ m < n identifies uniquely a hyperbolic Berge knot of type VII or VIII up to mirror images.
For the case (ii), we set
where S is the set of the standard parameters, and knots are considered up to orientations and mirror images. We define maps
Theorem 5.4 (1) The map F is injective.
(2) B +,1 ⊃ B −,1 and B +,1 \ B −,1 = {b + (1, 1)}.
(3) The map G is surjective, and for any K ∈ B, ♯{G −1 (K)} = 1 or 2 where ♯{·} implies the cardinality. ♯{G −1 (K)} = 2 if and only if K ∈ B −,1 (i.e. For some n ≥ 2, K = T (n, n + 1) and G −1 (K) = {(+, 1, n), (−, 1, n − 1)}).
Proof (1) By Lemma 4.5, we have p − 2g = 2(m + n) − 1 and p − (m + n) 2 = −εmn.
Since m + n and mn are uniquely determined from ε and (p, 2g), m and n are also uniquely determined from ε and (p, 2g). p, 2g) . By the relations above, we have m+n = m ′ + n ′ and
It is a contradiction. Therefore F is injective.
(2) Since b + (1, n) = b − (1, n − 1) = T (n, n + 1), we have the result.
(3) Surjectivity of G is clear. By Theorem 4.6 and the Cyclic Surgery Theorem [CGLS] , the odd lens surgery coefficient of an element in B 2 is uniquely determined as p. By (1) and (2), we have the result.
By Theorem 5.4, we have the following.
Corollary 5.5 The map G • F −1 : F (S 2 ) → B is injective, and its image is B 2 . That is, a pair (p, 2g) with 2 ≤ m < n identifies uniquely a hyperbolic Berge knot of type VII or VIII up to mirror images.
Remark 5.6 (1) Lemma 5.2 and Corollary 5.3 say that p and ±mn (mod p) with 2 ≤ m < n determine (ε, m, n) and a hyperbolic Berge knot of type VII or VIII uniquely. Theorem 5.4 and Corollary 5.5 say that p and g with 2 ≤ m < n determine (ε, m, n) and a hyperbolic Berge knot of type VII or VIII uniquely.
(2) Y. Yamada [Yam2] defines k + (m, n)(= b + (m, n)) and k − (m, m + n)(= b − (m, n)) for any coprime pair (m, n), and their mirror images l + (m, n) and l − (m, m + n), respectively. They have unique reprsentatives in B up to orientations and mirror images (see Lemma 5.8 (3)).
Since a double torus knot is strongly invertible, a non-trivial torus knot is non-amphicheiral, and a non-torus knot yielding a lens space is non-amphicheiral by the Cyclic Surgery Theorem [CGLS] , the extended class can be also classified completely.
For the case (iii), we define maps 
Then Q( √ −3) = Q(ω + ) and Q( √ 5) = Q(ω − ), and their Galois groups are
where σ ± (ω ± ) = ω ± . For x ∈ Q(ω ± ), we set x = σ ± (x). It is easy to see that
Let {a k } k∈Z be the Fibonacci series defined by a k+2 = a k+1 + a k and a 1 = a 2 = 1.
The following is elementary results on a theory of quadratic fields except (3). 
as abelian groups. Both O + and O − have the class number one (i.e. principal ideal domains).
(4) Let ℓ be a positive prime of Z.
(a) ℓ is not a prime in O + if and only if ℓ = 3 or ≡ 1 (mod 3). Their prime factorizations in O + are
respectively. 
respectively.
We say that an element
, we have
is the Fibonacci series such that
and we have b k = ba k−2 + ca k−1 where {a k } k∈Z is the same as in Proposition 5.7 (3), and
Then one element of Orb (x) is primitive if and only if every element of Orb (x) is primitive.
(3) Let x ∈ O ± be a primitive element. Then we have the following. (4) Let x, y ∈ O ± be two primitive elements. Then xy is also primitive if and only if for every prime factor l of x, l is not a prime factor of y.
Proof (1) We can show by straight calculations.
(2) By (1) and Proposition 5.7 (2), we have the result.
(3) By (1) and (2), they can be checked without difficulty.
(4) By Proposition 5.7 (4), we have the result.
We can factorize m 2 + mn + n 2 = (m + nω + )(m + nω + ), m 2 + 3mn + n 2 = {m + n(ω − ) 2 }{m + n(ω − ) 2 } = {(m + n) + nω − }{(m + n) + nω − } (5.1)
in O + and O − , respectively. Note that every factor in the righthand side of (5.1) is primitive, and satisfies the conditions of Lemma 5.8 (3).
Lemma 5.9 (1) (Berge [Ber, Theorem 4] ) Let p be a positive integer with a prime factorization p = 3 e ℓ e 1 1 · · · ℓ er r where ℓ 1 , . . . , ℓ r are distinct primes other than 3, e ≥ 0 and e i ≥ 1 (i = 1, . . . , r). Then p ∈ Im (H +,1 ) if and only if e = 0 or 1, and every ℓ i ≡ 1 (mod 3). Moreover the number of elements of the set (H +,1 ) −1 (p) is 2 r−1 .
(2) (Berge [Ber, Theorem 5] ) Let p be a positive integer with a prime factorization p = 5 e ℓ e 1 1 · · · ℓ er r where ℓ 1 , . . . , ℓ r are distinct primes other than 5, e ≥ 0 and e i ≥ 1 (i = 1, . . . , r). Then p ∈ Im (H −,1 ) if and only if e = 0 or 1, and every ℓ i ≡ 1 or −1 (mod 5). Moreover the number of elements of the set (H −,1 ) −1 (p) is 2 r−1 . (1) and (2), we have the result. By Proposition 3.3, Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 5.9, we make a complete table of p, (ε, m, n) and g for p ≤ 500.
From one of the latter two cases, we have
which is the Reidemeister torsion of L(p, ±1). By results due to P. Ozsváth and Z. Szabó [OS] and M. Tange [Ta] , K is the unknot or the trefoil. The knots satisfy the conditions. From the first case, we have the result.
By Lemma 6.3, {±k, ±k (mod p)} has the same information as the Reidemeister torsions. In [ST] , k ≡ −n · m + n (mod p) has been obtained for the case K = b + (m, n). The relations (4.2) and (4.4) can also be obtained from the facts. M. Tange gave a comment to the author that since the Saito parameter k is determined for every Berge knot, to determine hyperbolicity of every Berge knot is not difficult by the same way as the present paper.
